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Abstract: Optically anisotropic materials were produced via colloidal lithography and characterized
using scanning electronic microscopy (SEM), confocal microscopy, and polarimetry. A compact hexag-
onal array mask composed of silica sub-micron particles was fabricated via the Langmuir–Blodgett
self-assembly technique. Subsequently, the mask pattern was transferred onto monocrystalline silicon
and commercial glass substrates using ion beam etching in a vacuum. Varying the azimuthal angle
while etching at oblique incidence carved screw-like shaped pillars into the substrates, resulting in
heterochiral structures depending on the azimuthal angle direction. To enhance the material’s optical
properties through plasmon resonance, gold films were deposited onto the pillars. Polarimetric
measurements were realized at normal and oblique incidences, showing that the etching directions
have a clear influence on the value of the linear birefringence and linear dichroism. The polarimetric
properties, especially the chiroptical responses, increased with the increase in the angle of incidence.
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1. Introduction

Nanotechnology has created opportunities for manipulating and controlling matter at
the atomic and molecular scales. Chiral structures, which consist of elements whose mirror
images cannot be superimposed, are interesting for applications involving the control
of photonic signals. Researchers can design and engineer materials with tailored optical
properties by acting on their nanostructures. To this end, understanding the relationship
between (1) the surface morphology of anisotropic and/or chiral nanostructures and (2) the
polarization of light is a crucial step [1]. Here, we evaluate the optical consequences of
building chiral nanoscopic features into a substrate subjected to ion bombardment after
partial protection with a colloidal mask.

Anisotropic 2D crystals are in-plane periodic structures showing directional prop-
erties. They can be produced either by bottom-up or top-down approaches. From the
bottom-up approach, materials can be synthesized by self-assembled molecules or colloids.
Self-assembled monolayers are auto-organized arrays of particles often in the form of “2D”
crystals [2]. From the top-down approach, lithography can be applied to featureless materi-
als to produce sub-micrometric or nanometric patterns. Notable examples of lithography
include the following:

• Electron beam lithography (EBL) [3–5];
• Nanoimprint lithography [6];
• Interferometric lithography [7];
• Colloidal lithography [8,9];
• Hole-mask colloidal lithography [10–12].
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Directional etching via a plasma or ion beam of a surface supporting a colloidal
crystalline monolayer is a common strategy in lithography. It can be used to transfer
the colloidal pattern onto the underlying substrate as ions sputter both the particles and
the exposed regions of the substrate between the particles. Hence, it is a cost-effective
process used to etch substrates and transfer structural characteristics inherited from the
overlayer [13]. Chiral structures can be created using these methods. Microscopic gamma-
dions were made using a combination of EBL and ion beam milling [4]. Chiral crescent
nanostructures, which are active in the near-infrared region, were obtained by sequentially
changing the deposition angle of gold on isolated nanoparticles [14]. The extension of
optical chirality to the visible spectrum was achieved by designing Au ‘nanohooks’ using
hole-mask colloidal lithography [15]. Recently, chiral metamaterials that are tunable within
the UV-visible range were fabricated on flexible substrates [16].

The mechanism regulating light polarization in chiral nanostructures is based on
absorption/re-emission phenomena, which are effective through a coupling between inci-
dent electromagnetic waves and the geometry of the nano-objects. The optical response
of such structures can be further enhanced by modifying the chemical composition on
the device surface. Over the past decade, chiral plasmonic materials with structural vari-
ance well matched to the wavelength of visible light, even better than molecules, have
reinvigorated chiroptical spectroscopy [17–19]. Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) excitation
is extremely sensitive to surface changes, to the permittivity function of the dielectric
layer, to the metal surface functionalization, and to bio-chemical reactions on the metal
surface. Some surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing devices consist of grating-coupled
surface plasmon resonance (GCSPR) that uses gratings coated with a thin gold layer. The
surface plasmon wavevector, ksp, matches the component of the light wavevector parallel
to the plane of the sample, k//, and the reciprocal lattice vector of the grating [20]. Some
reports [21] have claimed that the detection of chiral molecules can be enhanced by up to
106-fold using metallic chiral nanostructures, thereby enabling the detection of very low
quantities of chiral molecules like proteins.

The purpose of this work is to produce materials with optical activity at a large scale by
combining both bottom-up and top-down material synthesis. Previously, surface nanopat-
terning was realized via colloidal lithography on silicon wafers and glass substrates [22].
The fabrication process consisted of dry etching with argon ions, accelerated in vacuum,
using colloidal crystals as sacrificial templates; the incidence angle was varied, and the
azimuthal angle remained constant. The colloidal crystalline overlayers served as a cost-
effective mask for nanostructuring large surface areas. In the present paper, we made 3D
structures in three steps by rotating the sample around its azimuthal plane under oblique
incidence. Etching proceeded under stepwise clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW)
rotation directions. The fabrication stages encompassed particle production, self-assembly
of a colloidal mask, and an etching stage that transferred the pattern of the particle arrange-
ment onto the underlying substrate. We measured the change in the optical activity for the
samples fabricated with opposite senses of the azimuthal rotation during etching. Finally,
a metal film was deposited onto the nanopatterned surface to assay the role of plasmon
coupling in enhancing responses to circularly polarized light.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material Fabrication
2.1.1. Particle Synthesis

Silica spheres of around 550 nm in size were synthesized via a simple sol-gel pro-
cess based on the Stöber method [23]. Ethanol and distilled water solutions of NH4OH
were mixed and a small quantity of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) was added. At a crit-
ical concentration of NH4OH, the solution became milky as the size of the silica parti-
cles became comparable to the wavelength of the visible light. The molar proportions
TEOS:NH4OH:H2O:EtOH were 1:18:9:126 [24]. Finally, aminopropyltriethoxysilane hy-
drophilic surfactant (APTS) was introduced to the solution, bringing the molar ratio
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APTS:TEOS to 1, to facilitate the fabrication of the crystal monolayer via the Langmuir–
Blodgett technique.

2.1.2. Colloidal Crystal Deposition

The sub-micron particles were diluted in a mixture of methanol and chloroform in
a proportion of 1:3 by volume and sonicated for 1 h before the solution was spread on
the water surface in a Langmuir–Blodgett trough by dropping solution aliquots from a
Hamilton syringe. After this step, the barriers of the trough were brought closer, with a
constant rate of 10 mm/min up to a surface pressure of 5 mN m−1. Silicon wafers and
commercial glass were used as substrates. The substrate was lifted from the trough with a
speed of 2 mm per min at constant pressure, dragging a monolayer of silica sub-micron
particles on its surface.

2.1.3. Directional Ion Beam Etching

Ion beam etching was performed in a vacuum beam reactor (Figure 1) equipped with
an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source acting as ion gun (TecTra Gen2) [25,26].
The source was set to send argon ions at an energy of 500 eV and an ion flux of about
100 µA/cm2, as measured using a Faraday cup. The beam chamber was pumped down to
a base pressure lower than 10−5 Pa. The samples were introduced to the beam through a
load-lock chamber, and they were placed on an electrically grounded holder on an XYZ
stage. The holder was 90 mm from the ion gun and was tilted to the desired etching angle,
θ, and azimuthal angle, φ. The ion gun was operated at 1 standard cubic centimeter per
minute of Ar, resulting in a residual pressure of around 4 × 10−2 Pa. The pressure was low
enough to maintain the directionality of the ion beam by minimizing scattering.
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Figure 1. (a) Sketch (top view) of the beam chamber equipped with an orientable substrate holder
facing an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source. The chemical state of the sample was
monitored in situ via FTIR. The red dashed arrow represents the path of the IR light beam. Figure
adapted from [25]. (b) Scheme of a colloidal crystal on a substrate, which is submitted to directional
ion beam etching. The etching angles θ and φ are indicated.

In situ Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) characterization was performed
using a Bruker IFS 66 FTIR spectrometer. For this analysis, the samples were etched at
normal incidence with 500 eV Ar+ and an ion flux of 100 µA/cm2 was measured using the
Faraday cup.

2.1.4. DC Sputtering of Gold Coating

Gold coatings with thicknesses of 10, 24, and 40 nm were deposited on the samples
using a sputtering chamber with a rotating sample holder to deposit uniform coatings.
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2.2. Characterization
2.2.1. SEM and Confocal Microscopy

Prior to the etching, electron microscopy images were captured using a Hitachi H-
4100FE field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). Following the etching steps,
a Zeiss LEO 1530 Gemini FESEM and Zeiss Merlin FESEM were employed to obtain images.
The samples were introduced in the SEM chamber as prepared when the substrate was
made of doped silicon. For glass substrates, a metallic connection was made between the
sample and the SEM holder to ensure electrical conductivity. The acceleration voltage
was fixed to 30 kV for the Hitachi FESEM, 10 kV for the LEO FESEM, and 5 kV for the
Merlin FESEM.

Laser scanning confocal microscopy was realized using Keyence VK 9710 microscope
(laser λ = 408 nm) and a 1D profile of the sample topography was measured along different
directions to check its anisotropy.

2.2.2. Polarimetry

Characterization was carried out using a home-built 4-PEM Mueller matrix polarimeter
(four photoelastic modulators) [27] in transmission. This spectroscopic instrument was
operated in the range from 350 to 850 nm in steps of 2 nm, thus detecting modifications in
the polarization of light when a beam propagated through the material by measuring the full
Mueller matrix of the sample. The light spot had a diameter of 1.5 mm, and measurements
were performed in central parts of the samples. By reducing the raw polarization transfer
or Mueller matrices to their differential generators using the analytic inversion method [28],
samples were characterized in terms of linear birefringence (LB), linear dichroism (LD),
45◦ linear birefringence projection (LB’), 45◦ linear dichroism projection (LD’), circular
birefringence (CB), and circular dichroism (CD).

Direction-dependent optical properties along reference axes are usually quantified
via LB and LD, thereby accounting for linear anisotropy of a sample. In contrast, optical
properties depending on the rotation sense of light are quantified via CB and CD, which
account for circular anisotropy of materials. In Table 1, these properties are defined in terms
of the real (n) parts and the imaginary (k) parts, respectively, of the effective refractive index
(n + ik) of the material.

Table 1. Relations between birefringent and dichroic polarimetric properties and optical parameters
for a sample with a thickness l and an incident wavelength λ. The subscripts (−) and (+) indicate left-
and right-circular polarizations, respectively.

Parameter Definition

Linear birefringence LB = 2π
λ

(
nx − ny

)
l

Linear dichroism LD = 2π
λ

(
kx − ky

)
l

45◦ LB projection LB′ = 2π
λ (n45 − n135)l

45◦ LD projection LD′ = 2π
λ (k45 − k135)l

Circular birefringence CB = 2π
λ (n− − n+)l

Circular dichroism CD = 2π
λ (k− − k+)l

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Etching Process
3.1.1. Ion Bombardment Steps

The monolayer of the silica particles served as a 2D colloidal lithography mask,
effectively transferring the pattern of the colloidal template onto the crystalline silicon
(c-Si) and the glass substrates through ion beam etching at oblique incidence (θ = 45◦) [22].
Following each etching step, the sample was rotated in its plane at an azimuth angle φ
for the subsequent etching process. The azimuth angle φ was varied in steps, ∆φ, of 45◦,
60◦, 90◦, 120◦, and 135◦ in the different samples. Three etching steps were performed on
each sample, rotating stepwise by a given ∆φ value. The duration of the first etch was
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45 min. The second and third etching steps were performed for 30 and 15 min, respectively,
to minimize the erosion of the most recent features by the subsequent ion beam etchings.
Indeed, a side effect during dry etching is the shape modification of the particles due to the
comparable sputter yields of the silica mask and silicon substrate [22].

During the etching process, the contribution of the neighboring particles in a colloidal
crystal has an influence on the pillar shape. The shadows of the particles interfere with the
structure in a manner depending on the interparticle distance and, also, on the orientation of
the particle network in the crystal plane with respect to the etching direction. However, for
the purpose of this study, a simplified mechanism assuming isolated particles is proposed.
The cross-section and the top views of the mechanism of etching for a substrate coated
with one particle are depicted in Figure 2, where the three steps needed to obtain a chiral
structure with azimuthal variations ∆φ = ±90◦ are schematized. The formation of pillars
arises from the protective effect of the particle whose shadow is projected on the substrate
at oblique incidence during the etching steps. The contributions of the pillar shadows
from the previous etching steps are also shown in Figure 2 (stripes), but in this case, due
to the lateral dimensions of the projected object (a few nanometers), successive pattern
transfers have minor effect on the substrate etching compared to the sphere shadow itself.
The etching process consisted of the following three steps:

1. The pillar is formed in the shadow of the etched particle (Figure 2b). Then, the
crystal is rotated by ±90◦ around the azimuthal normal in a clockwise (CW) or
counterclockwise (CCW) direction, respectively.

2. Two pillars (principal and secondary), orthogonal to the first, are carved in the shadow
of the etched particle and first pillar (Figure 2c1,c2). The crystal is rotated by another
azimuth in its plane in the same sense as in the first rotation.

3. Two other pillars (principal and secondary) are formed, whose directions are aligned
with that of the first pillar in the shadows of the etched particle and the second pillar
(Figure 2d1,d2).
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of the etching direction on the sample surface. (a,a1) Pristine surface with a single silica particle
(white disc) on a substrate (grey square); (b,b1) 1st pillar (olive green ellipse) formed in the shadow of
the etched particle; (c,c1,c2) 2nd pillars, orthogonal to the 1st (forest green and striped green ellipses)
in the shadow of the etched particle and 1st pillar; (d,d1,d2) 3rd pillar (magenta and striped magenta
ellipses) in the shadows of the etched particle and 2nd pillar. SEM images of the resulting samples.
(a’) Colloidal crystal before etching; (b’) patterned silicon substrate after etching for 45 min; (c’) 45
and 30 min CCW; (d’) 45, 30, and 15 min counterclockwise (CCW) at azimuthal variations of ∆φ = 90◦.
Initial size of silica particle: 558 ± 24 nm.

3.1.2. Enantiomorphous Structures

The shape of the pillars formed during etching depends on the etching time, the
oblique incidence of ions, and the azimuthal angle within the crystal plane. The shadowing
effect of the particle decreases with the etching time and the remaining particle size. A
balance between the formation and destruction of the pillar [22,29] was achieved by the
aforementioned etch times of 45 min for the first step, 30 min for the second step, and
15 min for the third step.

The oblique incidence angle was set to θ = 45◦, representing a compromise between
greater angles, which would minimize colloidal lithography, and angles less than 45◦,
which would be overly destructive [22]. The initial azimuth angles φ specified above were
evaluated. The projection of the initial etching direction was always set in line with the
square samples.

Depending on the sense of the azimuth angle rotation (+/−), structures with opposite
handedness (enantiomorphs) were generated (identified as CW/CCW as shown in Figure 3).
After the second etching step, the sense of rotation is continued in the third (last) step. In
Figure 2, the olive green, forest green, and magenta areas correspond to the pillars carved
in the underlying substrate protected by the particle shadow for the progressively shorter
etches. Figure 2d1,d2 correspond to the third step with the same etching duration; the only
difference is the change in the azimuthal angle in the CW and CCW samples.
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The different azimuth angles φ between the consecutive etching steps were evaluated.
The shape of the pillars and particles change as a function of ∆φ (Figure 4). The contrast
among the particles is likely an artifact due to the difference in the individual particle
groundings following etching.
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Figure 4. SEM images of samples after complete etching sequences. Different variations of azimuthal
angle between etching steps were tested, i.e., ∆φ = 45◦, 60◦, 120◦, and 135◦. Olive green, forest green,
and magenta arrows show the etching directions for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd steps, respectively.

3.1.3. Surface Chemistry

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the normalized IR spectra in reflection mode during
Ar+ etching at normal incidence (500 eV). Each spectrum, R, is divided by the reference
measured at the onset of the Ar+ bombardment, R0. The samples consist of a compact
monolayer of 600 nm silica particles on a silicon wafer. Two regions can be distinguished.
The first region is located at high wavenumbers (2000–6000 cm−1), where the enhancement
in reflectivity evidences the changes in the surface morphology due to nanoparticle etching.
The decrease in roughness is correlated with greater reflectivity at lower wavelengths. Satu-
ration in the reflectance after 35–40 min corresponds to the end point in the sputtering of the
nanoparticles at ion fluences of 9.9× 1017 and 11.3× 1017 cm−2. A second region is situated
at low wavenumbers (900–2000 cm−1), for which changes in the chemical composition can
be observed (inset). The absorption increases in the region of the spectrum corresponding
to interstitial oxygen (around 1100 cm−1), indicating ion-induced implantation of oxygen
atoms from the silica nanoparticles as verified by the FTIR analysis (Figure 5). The weak in-
crease in the reflectivity at 1030 cm−1 arises in a decrease in SiO2 bonds [30]. No saturation
is observed in this region.

3.2. Structure and Topography

Pseudo-two-dimensional hexagonal close-packed particles have three lines of sym-
metry. The symmetry is not preserved after the three etching steps, as evidenced by the
features along lines 1, 2, and 3 on the etched sample in Figure 6, with ∆φ = ±90◦. The
profiles along the symmetry axes were probed by the profilometry tool of the confocal
microscope. They did not correspond to a perfect 2D hexagonal crystal. This means that,
as expected, the structure became anisotropic after the etching steps. The amplitudes and
periods vary in the three profiles.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the normalized IR spectra, measured in reflection, during etching at nor-
mal incidence with Ar+ ions at a kinetic energy of 500 eV. Spectra recorded every 5 min. Inset:
950–1400 cm−1 region enlarged.
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crystal. The axes are measured in microns. ∆φ = 90◦.

As expected, the crystals have grain boundaries that might affect the perceived
anisotropy. The samples analyzed here consist of multi-domain crystals as previously
described [31] and are shown in Figure 7. The grain boundaries are indicated by dashed
yellow lines and, generally, they enclose crystal domains that are smaller than the beam
spot used for optical characterization (see next section). Thus, a polarimetric analysis can
only provide average values over the many crystal domain orientations captured by the
incident light.
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Figure 7. SEM images of a sample etched thrice with etching angles θ = 45◦ and ∆φ = −45◦ (olive
green, forest green, and magenta arrows in the inset, top left). The domain boundaries are highlighted
with dashed yellow lines. The mirror lines (orange, blue, and red) are misoriented in adjacent grains.
The white scale bar is 5 µm and applies to all images.

Due to the template-assisted etching process, in which the colloidal crystal structure is
transferred onto the underlying substrate, the parameters of the pillar arrays are dependent
on the orientation of the original particle self-assembly. Figure 8 presents a scheme high-
lighting the difference in the orientation of the crystal domains and the etching direction
(∆φ = −90◦). In this scheme, we can observe the changes in the pillar array structure and
their influence on the etched landscape. The crystal domain’s orientation is random, but
the etching directions are aligned with the square sample and imparts an overall linear
anisotropy.
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Figure 8. Top view representation of the pillar array structure versus orientations of the colloidal
crystal. The etching angle step is set at 90◦ and the sample substrate is square. The etching directions
are taken perpendicular to the sample edges. (a–c) The grey triangular lattice represents the colloidal
crystal structure with different orientations relative to the sample edge. (b) is rotated clockwise by
30◦ and (c) is rotated clockwise by 20◦. (d–f) The resulting etched samples are represented on the
lower part of the figure. The tri-colored T shapes are the schematized pillars. The blue and red arrows
on the left show the directions taken to measure, respectively, LB and LD, and LB’ and LD’.
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3.3. Optical Properties
3.3.1. Linear Anisotropy Parameters

In this section, we distinguish between the Au-coated and pristine (uncoated) samples.
The uncoated samples show a small linear anisotropy represented by the LB and an
apparent LD of about ±0.01–0.02◦ (spectra not shown here). The anisotropy is expected
to be modest due to the multiple domains arising in the Langmuir–Blodgett deposition
process [31], but it is optically anisotropic, nonetheless. The origin of the effective dichroic
response is more difficult to determine. Here, it is labeled as the apparent LD and may be
related to dispersive extinction from the sample (anisotropic scattering, diffraction, etc.)
and to undefined optical absorption from the etched silica particles (impurities, defects
such as oxygen vacancies due to preferential sputtering, etc.).

In the polarimetric measurements on the Au-coated samples, the angle of incidence
of light was varied. A shift in the extrema of the LB and LD to larger wavelengths is
observed at higher incidence angles (Figure 9) both for the CW and CCW samples due to
the increasing contribution of the component of the wavevector parallel to the plasmon
excitation. After coating, a strong enhancement of the linear anisotropy by approximately
five-fold was observed. This result is similar to the work of Elliott [32], in which a periodic
array of elliptical nanoholes acted as a two-dimensional birefringent crystal, and the optical
properties depended on the polarization of the incident light.
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A characteristic of the polarimetric measurements is that the sides of the sample were
aligned with the vertical and horizontal axes of the laboratory reference frame. Due to this
arrangement, the anisotropy directions obtained from the measurements of the LB, LB’, LD,
and LD’ at small angles of incidence seem to be mostly related to the direction of etching,
since it also used the sides of the sample as reference (Figure 10). The anisotropy created via
the etching process results in longer pillars in one direction compared to the perpendicular
pillars. This is reflected in the relative values of the LB’/LD’ and LB/LD. The anisotropy in
the 0◦ and 90◦ directions in the surface plane could account for the larger values of the LB
and LD compared to the LB’ and LD’, which are shifted 45◦ (Figure 8). When increasing
the incidence angle of the light, the linear anisotropies in Figure 10 are not identical for CW
and CCW etching. Symmetry arguments indicate that this arises in slight differences in
the pillar structure due to imperfections in sample preparation. Figure 9 shows that the
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wavelengths of the maxima for the LB (625 to 750 nm) and LD (650 to 800 nm) are almost
identical for the CW and CCW samples, indicating that both samples essentially have the
same periodicity of the colloidal nanostructure.
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3.3.2. Circular Anisotropy Parameters

The uncoated etched samples show optical activity; the CB and CD (circular diatten-
uation/extinction or apparent circular dichroism) values of about ±0.15◦ are ten times
larger than the values measured for the LB and LD (Figure 11), and their largest values are
located between 550 and 650 nm. The response of the CW and CCW samples are close to
mirror-symmetric as expected due to the opposite sense of the screw-shaped pillars, but
with a small redshift of the CB and CD response in the CCW samples in comparison to
the CW samples. As in the case of linear anisotropy, the observed diattenuation, CD, is
attributed to optical extinction phenomena related to scattering and residual absorption.

The polarimetric characterization showed that the deposition of a thin gold coating
(10 nm) was sufficient to increase the chiroptical response by a factor of five. Such an
enhancement accounts for the plasmonic interaction between the incident light and the
gold-coated nanostructures [33]. In addition, a further signal enhancement was observed
with the increase in the angle of incidence.

Figure 12 shows the CD in a gold-coated sample increasing as a function of the
incidence angle due to the parallel component k// of the wavevector in plasmon excitation.
This is a consequence of the coupling of the electric field and reciprocal lattice vector of the
sample. The CB and CD extrema with a value of about 0.75◦ in the range between 700 and
750 nm at a 0◦ incidence angle are red shifted to 800 and 850 nm with values of ±3◦ at a
30◦ incidence angle.
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Figure 12. CD spectra in a gold-coated CCW sample as a function of incidence angle from 0◦ to 30◦.
Inset: Evolution of numerical CD extrema plotted. ∆φ = 90◦.

The stability of the fabricated nanostructures was evidenced by the repeatability of
the measured optical parameters. Although the nanostructures were stable, they required
isolation from the environment to limit the risk of scratches and dust exposure. An option to
increase the lifetime of a device based on this fabrication method can consist of depositing
a thin protective layer on top of the lithographed area [29].
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4. Conclusions

Colloidal lithography is a technique that offers an adequate trade-off between the
control of the tailored structure and the size of the lithographed area. The technique
presented here requires two main steps after particle synthesis, namely the colloidal crystal
self-assembly and the pattern transfer onto the substrate via directional ion beam etching.
It is a fast, cost-effective technique, and large patterned areas (mm2) can be prepared. The
self-assembly step is crucial because the performance of the transferred pattern strongly
depends on the quality of the deposited colloidal crystal.

Ion beam etching performed at oblique incidence with different azimuthal angles
resulted in the production of a series of nanostructured colloidal samples. By changing
the orientation of the azimuthal angle, chiral objects were generated. A three-step etching
process was employed to produce chiral gold-coated nanostructures. These optically active
samples exhibited maximum CB and CD amplitudes of 0.15◦ for both etching directions.
The optical activity was enhanced by a factor of five after the gold coating. The oblique
incidence measurements reveal the role of the in-plane component of the wavevector (k//) of
light in facilitating plasmon couplings between the gold-coated pillars of the nanostructure.
Incidence-angle-dependent plasmon couplings were evident in the amplitudes and energies
of the CD peaks. The eigendirections of the linear anisotropies (LB and LD) were defined
by the sample edge direction with respect to the etching beam.
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